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Circular No. 2018/91               Date: 21.08.2018 

 
TO ALL OUR MEMBERS: 
 

FLOODS IN KERALA DUE TO HAVOC CREATED BY UNPRECEDENTED RAINS   

APPEAL FOR HELP 

We reproduce hereunder the text of AISBOF Circular No. 89 dated 20th August, 2018, 

the contents of which are self-explicit. 

Comradely yours,  

 

 

 

(Deepak K Sharma) 

General Secretary 

 
TEXT 

QUOTE 
 
 

As you are aware the unprecedented rains in Kerala has created havoc in the 

lives of people. There has been loss to life and property. Roads are cut off. With 

a total breakdown of infrastructure including electricity, food supplies and other 

basic amenities, Lakhs of people, children, aged are left homeless and hungry 

and the fear of spreading of diseases has virtually crippled the daily lives of 

people.  

2. Under these circumstances, both the Federations, the AISBISF and the 

AISBOF, had requested the Management for debit and encashment of two days 

Privilege Leave and Credit to the Chief Ministers Flood Relief Fund. 

3. But the Bank have now advised that they would be donating a sum of two 

crore. They have also sought voluntary contributions from officers and 

employees. The Bank would contribute a matching sum and donate the same to 

the Chief Minister’s Debt Relief Fund. The details of the current account are as 

follows: 

 Branch: NAC Branch, Poojapura, Thiruvananthapuram, 

 Name of A/c: Kerala State Distress Relief Fund - SBI Employees contribution. 

 A/C No. – 37884994637 (IFS Code SBIN070502). The officer has to give the 

PF and PAN Number, so that a certificate for tax exemption can be issued. 

 

\4. As this is a noble cause, it is our paramount duty to be a part of this 

initiative and contribute generously. If every officer can contribute a liberally, 

with a strength of over 1 lac officers, we can contribute a substandard amount 

for which the Bank would contribute a matching sum. 
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5. We request all officers to contribute, even if the sum is small and 

reasonable; please don’t hesitate to contribute, as small drops make an ocean. 

With regards, 

 

 

        --sd-- 

     (Y.SUDARSHAN) 

   GENERAL SECRETARY 

 

 UNQUOTE 


